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1. Summary of case report
In 1974 Sony has finished the development of a new video tape recording format 
named Betamax, which is a small version of Sony's U-Matic video tape format. 
The U-Matic technology was in these days the world-wide standard for video cas-
settes but unlike U-Matic, the Betamax format allowed to build cheap and small 
enough cassettes and recording devices to create a new market, the home video 
recording market. Sony was practically ready to start manufacturing. But to make 
Betamax a world wide standard as well, they tried to convince their largest U-
Matic manufacturing partners, Matsushita and JVC in Japan and RCA in the USA, 
to adapt the Betamax technology as well. But against the expectation of Sony, 
they declined because they were not happy with the fact that the Betamax cas-
settes could only record one hour of video. Sony started the manufacturing of Be-
tamax devices anyways, but did not OEM nor give licenses because they started, 
with some dislike, to evolve the Betamax format to support two hours playing 
time. In the meantime JVC had developed their own format called VHS which has 
been supporting two hour playing time from the beginning. JVC was preparing it-
self well, formed lots of alliances and manages to launch VHS before Sony's sec-
ond version of  Betamax hit the market. How should Sony react on JVC's VHS 
format?

2. Related topics and class sessions

2.1. Format war (primary subject)

The format war is clearly the main topic related to the Betamax case and is there-
fore our primary subject. The related class session was about the DoCoMo [9] 
case .

2.2. Customer needs

In order to win the format war, the formats should meet the customer needs. But 
Sony had a special attitude towards customer needs respectively market research 
to know the customer needs. They did not do any market research for Betamax. 

In class, we discussed the case of Ford Taurus [10], a car aimed to satisfy abso-
lutely all customer needs.
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2.3. Attacker’s advantage

At the time when JVC launched VHS, Betamax was already on the market and 
had 100% market share. But VHS followed very short after Betamax and already 
provided the 2-hour playing time customer demanded and cultivated, in contrast 
to Sony, alliances and OEM.

The advantages of an attacker were introduced with the VLSI/SUN [11] case.

3. List of discussion questions
Question 1: How did Sony prepare to make Betamax a industry standard?

Question 2: Did Sony have advantages from being first-to-market and if so, did 
Sony use them?

Question 3: What had JVC to offer to its possible alliance partners Sony did not 
have?

4. Brief answers
Question 1: How did Sony prepare to make Betamax a industry standard?

The strong believe in its own values and capacities made Sony loose 
sight of the importance of alliances and marketing to enforce a new 
standard and therefore only trusted in customer’s choice for their high 
quality and renowned products to become a de facto standard. 

Question 2: Did Sony have advantages from being first-to-market and if so, did 
Sony use them?

Sony had many advantages from being first-to-market including a 
technological lead but failed in several or almost all points to make 
profit out of it.

Question 3: What had JVC to offer to its possible alliance partners Sony did not 
have?

The main asset is that JVC allowed OEM and licensing. Moreover they 
also provided assistance in manufacturing and marketing.
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5. Detailed answers
Question 1: How did Sony prepare to make Betamax an industry standard?

At the time prior to the introduction of Sony's home video cassette re-
cording (VCR) system Betamax, Akio Morita and Masaru Ibuka suc-
cessfully created the U-Matic format. It was one of the first video for-
mats using a cassette containing the videotape. U-Matic was consid-
ered as an improvement compared to the various open-reel formats of 
the time. Due to this development in the videotape systems, Sony 
reached in March 1970 a cross-licensing agreement for video recording 
patents together with Matsushita, JVC and five other non-Japanese 
companies. Even though the partners were equal, Sony took the most 
benefit out of this agreement in terms of profit and revenue. Soon after 
the establishment of the U-Matic format in professional settings and TV 
networks, the engineers of Sony started the development of a more 
compact system for a home version of a VCR.

Sony, as well as other manufacturers, believed in the high potential of a 
home VCR device. The sale of such a compact system was not any-
more limited to professional customers as the preceding U-Matic. Akio 
Morita, with his deep understanding for innovation and his sense of 
marketing, instantly perceived the potential. The introduction of such a 
product would open an entire new market of home users. Sony was 
aware of the revolutionary character of the product on its hand. But 
still, the future customer all over the world had first to be convinced 
about the benefit from the Betamax home video system in their home. 
All the same Sony strongly believed in its capacity of innovation, re-
search and development. Further more they considered the public to 
be aware of the high quality and innovativeness of Sony products as 
well as of their high reputation in the electronics market. Therefore the 
public would respond positively to the new technology which Sony 
considered to offer new freedom to the user.

Sony believed in their technology, “Betamax will revolutionize televi-
sion… It will change the concept of prime time so that any time can be 
prime time.” Keeping this believe in mind, Sony met Matsushita and 
JVC to propose to jointly adopt the Sony VCR standard under devel-
opment. At the same time Sony also showed their new home VCR to 
RCA in order to access U.S. market. RCA then stopped their develop-
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ment of an own system but didn’t adapt the Betamax because record-
ing time was considered too short. In fact, development at Sony was 
already close to completion and first steps to manufacturing were 
made. Discovering this Matsushita decided to go with JVC for an own 
standard.

As far as strategic marketing planning for such a radically new product, 
as such Betamax was perceived by Sony, was concerned, Akio Morita 
clearly stated the exclusive trust in the marketing effect of Sony’s tech-
nical advantage, “We don’t believe in market research for a new prod-
uct unknown to the public…so we never do any. We are the experts.” 
Sony therefore entirely overlooked the impact of social issues. E.g. they 
were completely unaware of people’s demand for full-length feature 
films. Finally Sony lost all of its advantage of a first mover in the home 
VCR market.

Question 2: Did Sony have advantages from being first-to-market and if so, did 
Sony use them?

 Being the first to market and having all the experience from U-
Matic set Sony in a excellent position to dominate the VCR market. Be-
tamax was technologically mature and ready to be used by literally eve-
rybody with a TV set and not only by a tech savvy minority. At least this 
was what Sony believed and indeed the demand for Betamax systems 
grew quite fast after its introduction. While in the first year Sony pro-
duced over 20’000 units it was almost 8  times more, 175’000 units, in 
the second year. But now the almost solo attempt of Sony to produce 
Betamax and to conquer the VCR market showed its limits. Sony 
wasn’t able to meet the demands of Betamax systems and the de-
mand outgrew the production[1]. With this, Sony already lost an advan-
tage of a first mover, Sony couldn’t flood the market with its product 
and allowed fast followers take a big share of the market. In the second 
year after Betamax’ introduction, it already lost about 50% of the VCR 
market to VHS. As the analysis of the key assets (Exhibit 8.1) according 
to Shapiro & Varian [6] [7] clearly shows the first-movers advantage of 
Sony’s Betamax 1 in the early time of the format war, Sony had the 
possibility to create the standard. But the same analysis also shows a 
big deficit in manufacturing capabilities. That weakness was the main 
reason why Sony was not able to flood the market and fulfill the mar-
ket’s demand. 
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The fast introduction of VHS didn’t only surprise Sony but assigned a 
new problem to them. Generating a new market needs a lot of time in 
which customers have to be convinced of their need of the product 
and why they shouldn’t use another product. During the first year of 
Betamax, Sony could concentrate of introducing the home VCR as a 
revolution in television and link Betamax to this revolution. A 100% 
market share was guaranteed and with enough time on their side, a 
competitor would have had a very hard time to take over some market 
share. This because of the incompatibility between Betamax and its 
competitors and the cost of a VCR device of about $800 in 1975. The 
switching cost would be high enough [1] to lock-in customers. Unfortu-
nately for Sony, VHS was introduced much earlier than they expected 
and the market wasn’t generated yet. This allowed JVC to capitalize on 
the technological revolution of home VCR without having to convince 
customers to switch from Betamax to VHS. Regarding the key assets 
(Exhibit 8.1) of Shapiro & Varian, both parties, Betamax and VHS had 
almost the same to control over an installed user base. But as JVC fol-
lowed really fast, the ability to create a sufficient strong lock-in was not 
possible for Sony. (See Exhibit 8.2, additional key assets according to 
Heiskanen [8])

As if it weren’t enough, Sony didn’t only have to compete with VHS 
much earlier than they expected, they also had to compete against an 
opponent that had bigger supply capabilities. JVC, together with its al-
liance partners could grow faster than Sony.

It has to be noticed that in the beginning this war wasn’t fought over 
the price. Indeed it wasn’t until the late 70’s that VHS devices were 
cheaper than Betamax systems. On the other hand, VHS wasn’t tech-
nologically superior to Betamax. The difference on recording time that 
existed when VHS was introduced was compensated by Sony within 
some months. So when only the actual devices are compared, there 
wasn’t a dominant design which could have become a de facto stan-
dard at the beginning. 

It seems odd, that only the supply capabilities of JVC and its partners 
decided on the outcome of the format-war. And indeed, there are other 
facts that played a major role. One of them was the introduction of Be-
tamax 2 the successor of Betamax in 1977. Betamax 2 could record in 
color and had a recording time of 2-hours. But it wasn’t compatible 
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with Betamax[1]. Sony failed to introduce an evolution of Betamax and 
started a revolution against its own product. Sony lost all the advan-
tages it gained from being first to market with Betamax. 

Sony failed in the first place to close the market for its format competi-
tors. VHS had  the possibility to act as a technological pioneer and had 
not only the advantages of a fast follower, which included a better un-
derstanding of customer needs like a 2-hour recording time or how to 
solve engineering problems but also had some benefits a first mover 
usually gets. VHS didn’t take over the market of Sony but created its 
own market which even grew faster than Betamax’ market.

Question 3: What did JVC have to offer to its possible alliance partners that Sony 
did not?

At the time, VCR's mass market had a promising future. Indeed, every-
one with a television set was a potential customer. JVC's parent Mat-
sushita realized it and exploited its skills and experiences in mass pro-
duction to gain a decisive edge on the VCR market. JVC has a more 
effective campaign to form an alliance or even a coalition for the manu-
facturing of VHS against the Beta family [1]. Now we will see how all 
this could happened.

On the one hand, Akio Morita and  Masaru Ibuka, respectively Sony's 
president and chairman believed that the design of Beta was good 
enough to become a standard. They also knew that Sony was ap-
proximately two years ahead of their rivals in VCR development. Thus 
they began the preparations for the Betamax manufacturing before ap-
proaching other firms to discuss the prospect of adopting their ma-
chine as a standard. 

On the other hand, during this period there was a real standardization 
battle between rival companies. There were six different incompatible 
formats in competition and three of the majors, Hitachi, Sharps and 
Zenith didn't have any involvement in home video development. 

As said previously, Sony presented the Betamax product to RCA (Ra-
dio Corporation of America), and proposed a joint development to JVC 
and Matsushita. But it didn't go really well and Sony started the mass 
production without taking into account the respective support of the 
other partners. Because of all this manufacturing preparations, Sony 
was less flexible as it would involve expensive changes in the equip-
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ment. RCA renounced to develop their own VCR but they also noticed 
that the design of Beta had an important drawback: playing time was 
limited to only one hour. So RCA decided to wait for further progress in 
the technology before getting involved in  Sony's market. Matsushita 
also pointed this con and therefore he refused the cooperation with 
Morita. Moreover, Sony's chairman was clear about its strategy as he 
declared in [2]: « Sony is not an OEM manufacturer »; he didn't want 
other firms to produce Betamax machines. 

JVC then realized that a successful machine would have to offer at 
least two hours of playing time [1]. They adopted a strategy which 
would form a larger group as possible and also promote licensing and 
OEM agreements, including exports [1](Exhibit 8.5) & [3]. By the end of 
spring '75, JVC created an alliance with Hitachi, Mitsubishi, Sharp and 
Matsushita. JVC proposed an OEM relationship to Matsushita as well 
but he refused because JVC didn't have enough capacity for his huge 
distribution network and also because Matsushita would be able to 
produce VHS machines on his own. JVC provided machines to Hitachi 
and in January '77 they also began supplying to Sharp and Mitsubishi.

Later on in the end of '76, JVC's strategy headed toward the U.S mar-
ket and started the negotiations with RCA but they refused because of 
the small production capacity. Then JVC tried with European firms 
which would need smaller quantities than RCA. They continued their 
expansion of the alliance and became really important (see on the Ex-
hibit 8.4).  

In February '77 RCA contacted Matsushita and JVC. They wanted to 
introduce VCR on the U.S. market and they requested a VCR which 
« could record a football game »[1].  As a football match last at least 
three hours, this implied to double the playing time from two to four 
hours. Matsushita agreed on it and in two months his engineers 
achieved a solution by halving the width of each recording tape and 
slowing down the recording speed.

So how did JVC succeed in gathering all those partners (Exhibit 8.5)? If 
we compare the price,  the quality or the features of VHS and Betamax 
we don't notice any big differences over the time. Indeed, the price of 
both machines was equivalent and there weren't any big differences in 
the quality neither. Concerning the features it was almost the same as 
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well: a couple of months after VHS developed their two hours tape re-
cording, Sony had their own one.

The breakthrough was in the strategy they adopted. JVC managers 
aimed to create a big alliance and encouraged the partners to partici-
pate to the project. Compared to Sony, JVC's approach to partners 
was really « polite and gentle » and promoted adopting as the common 
VCR standard «   the best system we are all working on » more than 
VHS per se [1, 4]. Indeed the partners could add new features or im-
prove the existing ones, therefore the development was shared among 
partners. Moreover Matsushita was a big asset for the alliance, he 
could provide some feedback and he was sort of the project leader 
when he encouraged the engineers to increase recording time after the 
meeting with RCA. 

According to the seven key assets from Shapiro and Varian [6][7] (Ex-
hibit 8.1.), the difference is clear  for the manufacturing capabilities and 
first mover advantage. We notice that even thought Sony was first in 
the market, the manufacturing capabilities of JVC surpassed Beta-
max's market. Now if we apply our scenario on Heiskanen's Additional 
Key assets (Exhibit 8.2), we can discern two interesting points. The first 
one is the ability to  control network externalities: indeed VHS is in ad-
vanced compared to Betamax in the sense that they propose more 
features and services than Sony. Secondly, the JVC's strength of the 
alliance is obviously far beyond Sony's and this was one of the main 
key point in this format war! 

Finally, JVC was more flexible and was more willing to hear the opinions 
and proposition of the partners. Thus the product was more adapted to 
everybody's need and the alliance was growing consistently. JVC man-
agers also allowed OEM and licensing, where Sony didn't. Later on, 
Akio Morita  and Masaru Ibuka, Sony's president and chairman respec-
tively, acknowledged that they made a « mistake » and « should have 
worked harder to get more companies together in a 'family' to support 
the Betamax format »[5].
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6. Recommendations
• Customer needs aren’t always what one can expect. By blindly believe in their 

expertise, Sony missed the demands and lost the time margin advantage of be-
ing the first to market. Market research should be part of every product evalua-
tion. 

• Being leader in a related sector (U-Matic) made Sony believe, that they have 
enough bargaining power in negotiations with competitors. Sony should have 
started the hearings as equal peers to gain trust from its competitors.

• After the decision of doing the job alone, Sony would have had to ensure the 
capacities to supply the demand. Alliances and OEM may be a solution.

• By asking 100$ more per device for licensing Betamax than JVC did for VHS[1], 
Sony prevented themselves from having partners that helped to flood the mar-
ket. Sony should have focused more on gaining market share than on making 
profit.

• Introducing Betamax 2, which wasn’t compatible with Betamax destroyed all 
advantages of having a market share with Betamax. The introduction of new 
products that compete with own products should be evolutionary and by no 
means revolutionary.

7. Lessons learned
• When creating a new market, it is important to close the market for competitors 

especially if the product is revolutionary.

• Supply the demand for a product is essential, foremost when the market is being 
created. Alliances and OEM are alternatives that have to be considered from the 
beginning.

• Small technical distinction or difference in price demand a strong focus on com-
plementary assets. Otherwise customers won’t see the benefit of choosing one 
product over another.

• Experiences from similar products but different customer sectors have to be 
taken into account with attention as the customer-orientation plays a leading role 
when creating a market. 
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8. Exhibits

8.1. Seven Key assets by Shapiro & Varian [6] [7]

Betamax 1 Betamax 2 VHS
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8.2. Additional Key assets by Heiskanen [8]
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8.3. Cumulative Production per Year (Logarithmic) from [1]
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8.4. VCR Industry Chronology (1974-1978) from [1]
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8.5. Group Alignments (1983-1984) from [1]
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